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  Submission to the Joint Committee on Jobs, Enterprise and Innovation 
_____________________________________________________________________ 
 

Unite would like to thank the Joint Committee on Jobs, Enterprise and Innovation for the 

opportunity to make this submission.  We will make the following points: 

 Ireland is a low-wage economy:  this is all the more the case in the lowest paid sectors – 

retail and hospitality.   

 Irish minimum wages are low compared to our peer group – when total employee 

compensation is taken into account. 

 Profits in Ireland are high – in particular, the wholesale & retail sector; profitability in the 

hospitality sector is poor – but this is not due to employee compensation levels (as they are 

extremely low by EU-15 standards) and several business indicators suggest EU levels of 

activities.  The issue may be structural and the Committee is invited to consider this further 

 There is a high-cost to low-pay:  employee deprivation, fiscal costs to the state, depressed 

consumer spending and the impact on firms suffering from demand-deficiency. 

The issue is not whether the economy can afford pay increases – in particular, to raise workers out 

of low-pay traps and deprivation; the issue is whether we can afford not to. 

1. Ireland is a low-wage economy.   

Ireland is a low-wage economy in 

comparison with other EU-15 countries.  

The National Accounts for the market 

economy shows the following.1 

It shows Ireland ranking 10th in the EU-

15 – four percent below the average of 

other EU-15 countries.   

When compared with other non-Med 

countries (excluding the Mediterranean 

countries – Portugal, Greece, Spain and 

Italy), Ireland falls even further behind – 

13 percent below average. 

And when compared with our peer 

group – other small open economies 

(SOE – Austria, Belgium, Denmark, 

Finland and Sweden) - Ireland falls 21 

percent below average. 
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 Eurostat:  National Accounts by 21 branches - aggregates at current prices (nama_nace21_c) and 

employment data (nama_nace21_e) 
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When purchasing power is factored in (Purchasing Power Parities) Irish employee compensation falls 

even further behind the EU-15 average. 

National Accounts Hourly Employee Compensation in the Market Economy:  2013 (PPP) 
 

Ireland Other EU-15 Non-Med Small Open Economies 
 

22.15 25.87 28.94 27.79 
 

 

When purchasing power is considered, Irish employee compensation falls 14 percent behind the 

average of other EU-15 countries.  Irish levels fall because living costs remain high – at 14 percent 

above the EU-15 level. 

2. Sectoral:  The Main Low-Paid Sectors 

If Ireland is a low-pay economy, then our traditional low-paid sectors – retail and hospitality – fall 

even further behind EU averages. 

(a) Wholesale & Retail Sector 

National Accounts  Hourly Employee Compensation  in the Wholesale / Retail Sector:  2012 (€) 
 

 Ireland EU-15 Non-Med Small Open 
Economies 
 

Nominal 20.35 21.87 24.60 28.69 

PPP 17.81 21.87 24.09 25.31 

 

Irish employee compensation in the wholesale / retail sector follows the national pattern – in both 

nominal and PPP.  However, this NACE category includes the higher compensated wholesale sector 

which can distort the overall sector result.  Unfortunately, national accounts do not provide as wide 

a spread of data at level of the retail sector.2  What we do have is reproduced below. 

 

As seen, when we focus on the retail sector, we find Ireland trailing considerably behind the non-

Med countries. 
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 Eurostat National Accounts by 64 branches 
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(b) Hospitality Sector 

National Accounts  Hourly Employee Compensation  in the Hospitality Sector:  2012 (€) 
 

 Ireland EU-15 Non-Med Small Open 
Economies 
 

Nominal 13.48 15.10 16.93 18.26 

PPP 11.79 15.10 17.27 17.15 

 

In the hospitality sector – comprising accommodation and food sector – the pattern becomes more 

extreme.  Irish employee compensation falls 14 percent below the EU-15 average; compared to non-

Med and small open economies, Irish levels fall to 30 percent below average.  When purchasing 

power is factored in, Irish employee compensation falls further again. 

3. Statutory Minimum Wages 

While the data from the National Accounts and the EU Labour Force Survey show that Ireland is a 

low-waged economy – especially when purchasing power is factored in – there are claims that low-

paid workers are protected by a ‘high’ statutory minimum wage.3  However, these claims fail to take 

account of the overall sectoral average (in most countries there is only a small percentage of 

workers earning at the minimum wage or slightly above:  in Spain, Greece, Portugal and the UK less 

than 5 percent of workers earn below 105 percent of the statutory minimum wage; in Ireland the 

proportion is 10 percent).4  Crucially, headline minimum wage figures do not represent the workers’ 

full compensation or ‘wage packet’. 

Statutory Minimum Wage:  1st Half 2015 Per Hour 
 

 Nominal € PPP 
 

Employee 
Compensation 

€ 

Luxembourg 11.38 9.23 12.63 

France 9.61 8.81 11.16 

Belgium 8.89 8.52 10.73 

Netherlands 8.89 8.13 9.60 

Germany 8.72 8.07 10.13 

Ireland 8.65 7.33 9.39 

United Kingdom 8.13 6.56 8.72 

Spain 4.48 4.72 5.51 

Greece 4.05 4.52 4.92 

Portugal 3.49 4.05 4.16 

 

                                                           
3
 Minimum monthly statutory wage converted into hourly wage per Eurostat formulation:  

http://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/statistics-explained/index.php/Minimum_wage_statistics  
4
 http://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/statistics-

explained/index.php/File:Proportion_of_employees_earning_less_than_105_%25_of_the_monthly_minimum
_wage,_October_2010_%281%29_%28%25%29_YB15.png  

http://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/statistics-explained/index.php/Minimum_wage_statistics
http://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/statistics-explained/index.php/File:Proportion_of_employees_earning_less_than_105_%25_of_the_monthly_minimum_wage,_October_2010_%281%29_%28%25%29_YB15.png
http://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/statistics-explained/index.php/File:Proportion_of_employees_earning_less_than_105_%25_of_the_monthly_minimum_wage,_October_2010_%281%29_%28%25%29_YB15.png
http://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/statistics-explained/index.php/File:Proportion_of_employees_earning_less_than_105_%25_of_the_monthly_minimum_wage,_October_2010_%281%29_%28%25%29_YB15.png
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With the exception of low-pay, low-productivity UK, the Irish minimum wages is – whether 

expressed in nominal Euros, PPPS or the workers’ total pay package (employee compensation5) - 

below the statutory floor of all other non-Med countries that have minimum wage legislation. 

To reach the French level, Irish statutory minimum employee compensation would have to rise by 19 

percent; to reach the Belgian level, 14 percent; to reach the German level, 8 percent (though Irish 

workers would still be disadvantaged by much lower levels of purchasing power). 

It should be noted that in other EU-15 countries, fewer workers rely on minimum wage protection.  

This is due to deep-rooted collective bargaining structures at national, sectoral and firm level.  This is 

why countries without statutory minimum wages nonetheless have much higher average pay in the 

low-paid sectors.  Eurostat shows that in five of the EU-15 countries with minimum wage legislation 

– less than 5 percent of employees earn less than 105 percent of the minimum wage; in Ireland, 

there was 10 percent.  Given that this data is from 2010, the Irish percentage is likely to have risen 

given the downward pressure on wages and the absence of the Joint Labour Committees.6   

4. Profits7 

To what extent can employers afford more equitable wages and employee compensation?  One 

factor is the level of profits.  There is no question that the main low-paid sectors were badly affected 

by the recession – especially as many of the sub-sectors depend on discretionary spending.  

Household consumption fell by over 14 percent in current terms – a loss of over €13 billion in the 

period 2008 – 2012.  However, during that period profits in the wider economy have been rising 

after the sharp fall in 2008 and 2009. 

(a) Wholesale / Retail 

 

                                                           
5
 OECD Taxing Wages:  employers PRSI (actual contributions) are estimated on the basis of 50 percent of the 

average wage.  This does not include imputed employers’ contributions (social benefits paid directly to the 
employee):  http://www.oecd.org/tax/tax-policy/taxing-wages.htm  
6
 http://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/statistics-

explained/images/7/79/Proportion_of_employees_earning_less_than_105_%25_of_the_monthly_minimum_
wage%2C_October_2010_%281%29_%28%25%29_YB15.png  
7
 Profit – or Gross Operating Surplus – is extracted from the National Accounts above:  Gross Value Added 

minus employee compensation equals Gross Operating Surplus. 
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http://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/statistics-explained/images/7/79/Proportion_of_employees_earning_less_than_105_%25_of_the_monthly_minimum_wage%2C_October_2010_%281%29_%28%25%29_YB15.png
http://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/statistics-explained/images/7/79/Proportion_of_employees_earning_less_than_105_%25_of_the_monthly_minimum_wage%2C_October_2010_%281%29_%28%25%29_YB15.png
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Profits in the wholesale & retail sector were well above EU averages prior to the crash.  When the 

recession hit, profits declined but were still above EU averages.  Having bottomed out in 2008 profit 

growth has resumed – again, above EU levels. 

(b) Hospitality 

Up to 2012 profits in the hospitality sector had not recovered and were half the levels in other EU-15 

countries.  This compares to the situation in 2000 when profits were at the EU-15 level.  However, 

there are wide variations and contradictory signals from the sector.  What is not at issue is employee 

compensation – as we saw above, Irish employee compensation is well below EU averages. 

 

While Irish business indicators are below those of the EU-15 mean average, it should be noted that 

this comes from 2011 – after four years of consumer recession and general stagnation.  Even in 

2011, personnel costs as a percentage of turnover in the Irish sector were 31.9 percent; in the EU-15 

the proportion was 29 percent.    Since then, the hospitality sector has benefitted from the reduction 

in VAT and a general rise in tourist numbers.  For instance, turnover in the accommodation sector 

rose by over 13 percent between 2010 and 2012.  Since 2012 the CSO estimates that tourism 

expenditure has increased by 31 percent.8  Further, it should be noted that profitability in the 

foreign-owned sector has increased substantially up to 2012 after a harsh decline in the early stages 

of the crisis.9 However, weekly earnings in the hospitality sector fell.    

Ireland relies more on employment in the hospitality sector than any other EU-15 country – even 

more than countries like Greece, Spain, Portugal and France which have high levels of tourism (in 

Ireland, the hospitality sector makes up over eight percent of total employment; in the EU-15 the 

proportion is Given this, it is imperative that this sector be capable of generating at least EU-15 

levels of wages in order to promote growth in the wider economy. 

If there are issues in the hospitality sector impeding profitability – it certainly is not high wages (Irish 

employers pay low compensation levels) nor does it appear to be the creation of value added or 

                                                           
8
 CSO Tourism and Travel Quarterly Series: 

http://www.cso.ie/px/pxeirestat/Database/eirestat/Tourism%20and%20Travel%20Quarterly%20Series/Touris
m%20and%20Travel%20Quarterly%20Series_statbank.asp?SP=Tourism%20and%20Travel%20Quarterly%20Ser
ies&Planguage=0  
9
 Eurostat Foreign controlled enterprises:  

http://appsso.eurostat.ec.europa.eu/nui/show.do?dataset=fats_g1a_08&lang=en  
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http://www.cso.ie/px/pxeirestat/Database/eirestat/Tourism%20and%20Travel%20Quarterly%20Series/Tourism%20and%20Travel%20Quarterly%20Series_statbank.asp?SP=Tourism%20and%20Travel%20Quarterly%20Series&Planguage=0
http://appsso.eurostat.ec.europa.eu/nui/show.do?dataset=fats_g1a_08&lang=en
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overall sector productivity.  The Committee may wish to consider an examination of the sector which 

would focus on:   

 Fixed costs (e.g. rents)  

 High levels of debt arising from pre-crash property acquisitions  

 A general high-cost environment (even after years of deflation and stagnation, the cost of 

Irish hotels and restaurants remain 23 percent higher than the EU-15 average) 

 High consumption taxes on inputs such as alcohol; poor labour practices which drive up 

avoidable costs (e.g. high staff turnover causing recruitment and training costs)  

 Managerial deficits:  Enterprise Ireland and Forfas’ Irish Management Council has identified 

considerable managerial deficits in the SME sector10 

 The lack of public information on firm performance:  Many businesses, and not just in the 

hospitality sector, are legally able to shield their accounts from public scrutiny through use 

of private company status.  This lack of transparency undermines efficiency in the sector. 

 The level of illegal behaviour:  the National Employment Regulation Authority found a 47 

percent non-compliance rate with employment rights legislation in the hotel sector and a 62 

percent non-compliance rate in the food and drinks sector.  This level of non-compliance 

puts pressure on compliant firms and creates a race-to-the-bottom in labour practices.  

If these flaws, where they occur, are not addressed, then sectoral performance will continue to lag 

European standards.  A first step for the Committee to consider might be to commission Enterprise 

Ireland to conduct an audit of the sector, along the lines of their print and publishing sector audit. 

5. The High Cost of Low-Pay 

Low pay imposes costs on workers, the economy, society, and enterprises which are dependent on 

workers’ spending power. 

Deprivation:  Nearly 350,000 people in the workforce - or 19.2 percent -suffer multiple deprivation 

experiences (which mean they are officially classified as living in deprivation).11  Within this, 33.8 

percent of one-income households in the workforce are classified as being deprived, while 15.7 

percent of two-income houses are deprived.  It is reasonable to assume that the vast proportions of 

these numbers are in low-paid work. 

Fiscal impact:  Low pay reduces tax revenue and increases social protection costs. These constitute a 

subsidy to low-pay employers. Here is one example of a low-paid worker with a child dependent. 

 

 

                                                           
10

 SME Management Development in Ireland’, Expert Group on Future Skill Needs, 2004:  
http://www.skillsireland.ie/media/egfsn060512_sme_development.pdf and  ‘Management Matters in 
Northern Ireland and Republic of Ireland’, Management Development Council, 2009:  
http://www.forfas.ie/media/090608mdc-management-matters-in-northern-ireland-and-republic-of-
ireland.pdf 
11

 CSO Survey of Income and Living Conditions 2013:  
http://www.cso.ie/en/releasesandpublications/er/silc/surveyonincomeandlivingconditions2013/  

http://www.skillsireland.ie/media/egfsn060512_sme_development.pdf
http://www.forfas.ie/media/090608mdc-management-matters-in-northern-ireland-and-republic-of-ireland.pdf
http://www.forfas.ie/media/090608mdc-management-matters-in-northern-ireland-and-republic-of-ireland.pdf
http://www.cso.ie/en/releasesandpublications/er/silc/surveyonincomeandlivingconditions2013/
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Cost to the State from Low-Pay (€) 
 

 Minimum Wage 
(€8.65 per hour) 

New Minimum Wage 
(€9.65 per hour) 

 

Tax / PRSI Revenue 2,074 4,195 
 

Family Income Supplement 9,362 8,653 
 

Subsidy -7,288 -4,458 
 

 

At the current minimum wage level, a full-time worker with a child dependent would receive a net 

subsidy from the state of €7,288 (tax / PRSI minus FIS).  Were the minimum wage increased by €1 

per hour, this subsidy would fall by nearly €3,000 per year – a gain to the state.  These types of 

subsidies occur throughout a large cohort of the workforce, reducing the state’s ability to invest in 

our economic and social infrastructure.  

Economic Impact:  Depressed take-home 

pay reduces demand in the economy in two 

ways:  first, consumer spending is 

depressed and, second, investment is 

depressed since enterprises are less likely 

to invest if they are not sure of a return 

from higher consumer spending.  Raising 

low pay not only can contribute to growing 

demand, it is more efficient than increasing 

the pay of higher-income groups.  Low-paid 

workers have a higher marginal propensity 

to consume and have less import-dense consumption (e.g. foreign travel, new cars, etc.).  A €1 

hourly increase for the low-paid will return a higher proportion to the domestic economy than a €1 

increase in higher pay.  Unfortunately, recent trends are proving less efficient and equitable – with 

higher paid employees gaining increases while lower income groups suffering income falls.12  This is 

not a pay outcome designed to maximise economic output and social equity. 

What hourly or weekly compensation data does not capture is the additional depression due to 

precarious contracts.  When an employee is unsure what next week’s pay packet will be, they are 

forced to save or defer expenditure.  In effect, this uncertainty means that precarious workers 

cannot fully participate in the consumer economy – to the detriment of the economy as a whole. 

Impact on Enterprises:  While there are claims that wage increases will have a negative impact on 

firm performance, what is often missed is that pay increases actually assist firms; in particular, firms 

dependent on domestic demand and in need of increased turnover.  When firms which can deliver 

pay increases do so, a primary beneficiary is the firm (and their employees) that cannot afford a pay 
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 CSO EHECS Series:  
http://www.cso.ie/px/pxeirestat/Database/eirestat/EHECS%20Earnings%20Hours%20and%20Employment%2
0Costs%20Survey%20Quarterly/EHECS%20Earnings%20Hours%20and%20Employment%20Costs%20Survey%2
0Quarterly_statbank.asp?SP=EHECS%20Earnings%20Hours%20and%20Employment%20Costs%20Survey%20Q
uarterly&Planguage=0  
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http://www.cso.ie/px/pxeirestat/Database/eirestat/EHECS%20Earnings%20Hours%20and%20Employment%20Costs%20Survey%20Quarterly/EHECS%20Earnings%20Hours%20and%20Employment%20Costs%20Survey%20Quarterly_statbank.asp?SP=EHECS%20Earnings%20Hours%20and%20Employment%20Costs%20Survey%20Quarterly&Planguage=0
http://www.cso.ie/px/pxeirestat/Database/eirestat/EHECS%20Earnings%20Hours%20and%20Employment%20Costs%20Survey%20Quarterly/EHECS%20Earnings%20Hours%20and%20Employment%20Costs%20Survey%20Quarterly_statbank.asp?SP=EHECS%20Earnings%20Hours%20and%20Employment%20Costs%20Survey%20Quarterly&Planguage=0
http://www.cso.ie/px/pxeirestat/Database/eirestat/EHECS%20Earnings%20Hours%20and%20Employment%20Costs%20Survey%20Quarterly/EHECS%20Earnings%20Hours%20and%20Employment%20Costs%20Survey%20Quarterly_statbank.asp?SP=EHECS%20Earnings%20Hours%20and%20Employment%20Costs%20Survey%20Quarterly&Planguage=0
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increase because of demand-deficiency.  Given that our minimum wage and JLC legislation provides 

an ‘inability to pay’ clause, firms that cannot afford to pay increases will be accommodated.  As such, 

a pay strategy that benefits, in particular, the low-paid will only impact on firms that can afford to 

pay. 

6. Low Pay Pervades All Economic Sectors 

While this submission has focused on the national and traditional low-paid sectors, the fact is that 

low-pay pervades all sectors.  The following shows the percentage of workers earning below €10 per 

hour in 2009 – the latest year we have CSO data for.13 

 

In 2009, the low-pay threshold would have been €10.69 (60 percent of the median wage).  

Therefore, the table above – using a €10 threshold – doesn’t capture the full extent of low-pay.  

What is worth noting is that relatively high-paid market economy sectors such as Professional & 

Scientific have high levels of low-pay.  While this data comes from 2009, the pattern is unlikely to 

have changed given the stagnation in wages.  If anything, some sectors may experience even higher 

levels of low-pay today. 

Concluding Remarks 

There is no doubt that when an economy is in recession or stagnation – and when a Government is 

pursuing demand-depressing fiscal measures (i.e. austerity) – then it is difficult to promote wages 

without undermining firm performance.  Whatever about the arguments regarding the necessity of 

austerity, we are in a potentially new situation where consumer spending and employment are 

starting to rise.  This requires policy-makers to formulate new policies to assist pay increases – 

especially among the low-paid who have weak bargaining positions.  This includes not only 

interventions in the labour market (e.g. minimum wage increases, ending low-hour contracts) but 

also means pursuing expansion-friendly fiscal policies.  In the first instance, this requires a long-term 

and substantial investment programme in our economic and social infrastructure. 

                                                           
13

 CSO National Employment Survey:  
http://www.cso.ie/en/media/csoie/releasespublications/documents/earnings/2009/nes_200809.pdf  
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It is often stated that wages must wait until the economy can afford it.  This is to view the process in 

a static and backward way.  Economic growth occurs because of wage increases (along with 

investment and greater income equality).  A wage strategy to benefit the low-paid is an important 

tool in the growth/equality toolbox.  The question is better stated:  can the economy afford not have 

wage increases.  While the issues are complex, the answer is much simpler:  No. 

END. 


